
10 PIN
(see chart)

Starter Disable Wires

Note: Locate the vehicle START wire at the ignition switch.
Cut it and follow the instructions below.

To Vehicle Starter Wire

Valet Sw

LED

To Ignition Key Start Wire

Brown: (+) Siren
Black: Ground
White: Parking Light Relay Output

White: Parking Light Relay Power Input

15A

10A

Blue: (-) Negative Door Unlock Output
Green: (-) Negative Door Lock Output

678910

5 4 3 2 1

Red: +12V Battery Power

SECURITY SYSTEM with KEYLESS ENTRY

FOR PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION ONLY! 
If you are not proficient in the installation of this product or would like a full version  
of the installation manual, please visit our web site @www.magnadyne.com

Pin Wire Color Function Pin Wire Color Function

1 Open None 6 Black/White (-) 200mA Dome Light Control Output*

2 Green (-) Door Pin Input 7 Brown/Black (-) 300mA Horn Output*

3 Blue (-) Aux Hood/Trunk Input 8 White/Blue (-) 200mA Channel 4 Output*

4 Violet (+) Door Pin Input 9 Red/White (-) 200mA Channel 3 Output*

5 Yellow (+) Ignition Switch Input 10 Orange (-) 500mA Ground When Armed Output*

Important Note: The main unit should be 
securely anchored to a large wire loom or 
stable surface for the shock sensor and the 
tilt sensor to operate properly. 

*Note: Low current outputs such as the 200mA, 300mA and 500mA (-) outputs on this unit 
will only activate a relay (not supplied). They normally will not control any circuits in the vehicle 
without installing a relay. Check your vehicle requirements before making any connections.  

Quick Reference Install Guide



Programming System Features:
All SILENCER remote systems have a menu of features that can be 
programmed to suit the installation requirements of any vehicle.  
These features can be set by using the valet button as listed below.  

Feature Programming by Valet Button
1. Open a protected entrance.

2. Turn the ignition key ON then OFF.

3. Within 5 seconds, press and release the Valet button the number of 
times corresponding to the feature you want to adjust, then press 
and hold the button once more to lock the feature. Chirps and LED 
flashes will conform the feature chosen. Release the Valet button.  

4. Use the buttons on the SILENCER remote to adjust the feature.  
The  button is for the 1-chirp setting and the  button is for  
the 2-chirp setting.

Note: Valet switch pushes are sequential. For example, if you start at 
feature #1, then push and release the valet switch 2 more times, you 
will be at feature #3 and so on. Always remember to push and hold 
the valet switch one more time after each selection to lock the feature 
before using the transmitter to change the setting. 

*Bold settings are default

Item Feature 1 Chirp* 2 Chirp 3 Chirp

1
Arm/Disarm Chirps 

On/Off
On Off

2
Active/Passive 

Arming
Active Passive

3
Active/Passive Door 

Lock
Active Passive

4 Ignition Lock/Unlock Off On

5
Lock/Unlock Pulse 

Duration
0.8 sec 3.5 sec

6 Double Pulse Lock Off On

7 Double Pulse Unlock Off On

8
Door Trigger Error 

Chirp
On Off

9 Comfort Close Off On

10 Tilt Sensor Adjust 3º 1.5º Off

Mounting the LED Status Indicator:
1. Locate a spot on the dashboard or the center console  

that has high visibility when looking into the vehicle. 
2. Drill a ¼” hole in the mounting surface. 
3. Route the LED harness into the hole and then push the LED into 

place. The use of a ¼” socket will help the LED to seat flat on the 
mounting surface. 

Mounting the Valet Switch:
1. Locate a spot under the dashboard that is hidden but accessible.
2. Drill a ¼” hole in the mounting surface. 
3. Route the valet switch harness into the hole and then push the Valet 

Switch into place. The use of a ¼” socket will help the valet switch 
to seat flat on the mounting surface. 

Programming the Digital Shock Sensor: 
Follow the enclosed procedure to set the sensitivity of the  
digital shock sensor. 

Note: The pre-warning sensitivity adjusts in proportion to  
the shock sensitivity. 

1. Set the system in disarmed mode. 

2. Turn the ignition key ON/OFF 3 times (ending in off).

3. Within 5 seconds, press  buttons together for  
2 seconds. The horn/siren will emit (1) long chirp to indicate  
you are in Shock Sensor Sensitivity Adjustment Mode. 

4. To increase sensitivity, press the  button. Each time you press 
the  button you will hear (1) chirp. When you reach the MAX level 
adjustment, you will hear 1 short + 1 long chirp. 

5. To decrease sensitivity, press the  button. Each time you press 
the  button you will hear (2) chirps. When you reach the MAX level 
adjustment, you will hear 1 short + 1 long chirp. 

6. The shock sensor has 20 steps available for adjustment.  
The default setting is 10. 

7. To return the shock sensor back to it’s default setting, press and 
release the  button, you will hear 3 short chirps. 

8. During the process you can test by knocking: 1short chirp - prewarn; 
1 Long chirp - TRIGGER

To exit the Shock Sensor Sensitivity Adjustment Mode, turn the ignition 
key on or open a protected entrance. You will hear 3 long chirps. 
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